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ABSTRACT

A user of computer networks has many choices for communication protocols. Current application programming interfaces (APIs), such as sockets and CPI-C, run over some of these protocols. The trend toward global interorganizational networks is handicapped because programs written to one interface will often run on only one type of transport network, and two programs must run on the same full protocol stack to communicate. Ad hoc solutions exist, but they are expensive and limited.

The Multiprotocol Transport Networking (MPTN) architecture proposed in this paper is a general solution to providing interoperability for applications. The MPTN architecture provides a protocol-independent system interface that includes most functions provided by existing transport protocols. As a result, the MPTN architecture decouples higher-layer protocols, application programming interfaces, and applications from protocols at the transport layer and below. Using the MPTN architecture, existing and new applications can function unmodified over any transport supported under the MPTN interface. In addition, MPTN transport-layer gateways provide an end-to-end communication facility across a number of networks running different protocols. Therefore, a collection of networks running different protocols can serve as a single logical network.

The paper describes four major aspects of the MPTN solution: a transport-layer protocol boundary, providing generic semantics at the transport layer so that the applications can be transport-independent; protocol compensation, adjusting for discrepancies between services required by generic transport layers and those provided by individual transport protocols; address mapping, resolving the difference when the application and the protocol used to transport data use different address types; and general transport-level gateways, connecting networks running different protocols.

1 Introduction

Communication networks have been developed over time by different organizations to provide connectivity in specific environments using technologies that were current at that time. As a result, today's networking environment consists of a proliferation of networks whose architectures and protocols vary widely (such as SNA [1], OSI [2], TCP IP [3], NetBIOS [4], IPX [5], DECnet [6], and AppleTalk [7]). Each communication protocol has its own advantages and disadvantages in terms of network performance, network overhead, ease of network management, availability of important applications, presence or absence of multi-vendor implementations, and difficulty of configuration.

Traditionally, companies satisfied all of their communication requirements with a single protocol architecture. This is no longer true. Most large organizations have
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several communication protocols running in different parts of their organizations and the number of multi-protocol nodes continue to grow. Given the reality of a multiprotocol world, problems exist for both network owners and application vendors:

- The diversity of communication protocols provides many choices, but no single protocol can meet all of the networking requirements of an organization.
- Supporting multiple active protocols will incur higher cost in each end system (installation, demand for extra memory, storage and processing power). In addition, the task of building and managing each network adds complexity.
- The immense investment involved in migrating from current multiple protocols to a small set of targeted communication protocols prevents the network user from making radical network changes.
- The application vendor who wants to broaden the markets for his/her products faces extensive costs of rewriting applications for different communication protocols.

1.1 Survey of Current Solutions

In response to the aforementioned problems, many different solutions have been developed in industry, academia, and various standard organizations. These proposed solutions can be classified into the following categories.

Converging to One Standard Communication Protocol:
An apparent solution to the problem of internetworking in heterogeneous environments is to converge to one worldwide standard communication protocol, such as the OSI standard. Although the standard plays a key role in reducing the number of protocols, convergence as the solution is not feasible [8, 9] because there are already thousands of SNA, TCP/IP, IPX, DECnet, AppleTalk and other networks installed at various sites in the world with tremendous investments in existing hardware and applications.

One-to-One Protocol Conversion: This is an ad hoc approach in which conversion between two specific protocols is performed. Depending on where the protocol difference occurs, the conversion can take place in an end system [10, 11, 12, 13, 14], or in a gateway between two subnetworks obeying different protocols [15]. For example, the use of RFC 1006 for running OSI upper layers over TCP/IP illustrates protocol conversion that takes place in an end system. Note that to provide full interoperability for N different protocols, N(N+1)/2 protocol converters have to be constructed, which is economically infeasible. The use of an application gateway to allow TCP/IP's SMIP and OSI's X-400 to operate with each other is an example of protocol conversion that takes place in a gateway. In this case, the number of protocol converters is even greater because it is unique for each application.

Protocol Server/Remote Application Programming Interface (API): With this approach, one or more protocol servers are provided for a group of LAN workstations. Instead of processing the API requests locally, a client workstation forwards the requests to the protocol server using some LAN protocol. The protocol server will act as an agent for the client workstation to communicate with the destination. As a result, only the protocol server needs to maintain the needed state tables and perform protocol processing. Drawbacks of this approach are that the protocol server can potentially become the performance bottleneck and APIs with a lot of local functions can increase LAN traffic significantly. In addition, when two LAN workstations want to communicate with each other using that API, they have to go through the protocol server even if they are directly connected, resulting in performance degradation.

Encapsulation/Tunneling: Using the encapsulation tunneling approach [16, 17, 18], a complete network is used as a subnetwork to provide connectivity to another protocol architecture. This technique is only applicable when both the source and destination end systems use the same full protocol stacks. While the network using the subnetwork does not need to know the topology of the subnetwork, the network owner still configures and manages both types of networks.

Most multiprotocol networks use some form of tunneling to carry protocols that cannot be routed natively. Because undifferentiated forwarding of traffic across a wide-area network can cause severe performance problems, all modern tunneling techniques perform filtering, especially to prevent broadcast storm from entering the backbone network. Filtering significantly increases the cost of this technique because it requires understanding of the traffic being carried.

General Solutions: In order to improve the re-use of concept and code, two classes of general solutions have been previously proposed: formal methodologies to synthesize protocol converters, and a protocol conversion toolkit to supply a reusable set of conversions.

Formal Methods: There have been a large number of proposals to establish formal methods for synthesizing protocol converters from their specifications [19, 20, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28]. The idea is that given the formal
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specifications (e.g., Communicating Finite State Machines) of two different protocols, the formal method finds a converter, if one exists, for the given protocols. Since formal specifications can be machine-readable, the process of finding a protocol converter can be automated. Although formal synthesis is proposed to provide formally verifiable solutions, it is computationally difficult and can only be applied to a limited subset of the problems.

Protocol Conversion Toolkit: The transport abstraction conversion toolkit [29], or TACT, was intended as a solution to a broad subclass of protocol conversion problems. It consists of a set of small, modular, mutually compatible tools which can be composed in various combinations to provide protocol conversion and substitution. The number of functions addressed by TACT is fairly limited and does not include such items as differences of expedited data support and close semantics. In addition, the emphasis of TACT is on providing conversion at the communication end systems, and does not address the design of a gateway.

Each of these individual solutions addresses part of the problems of internetworking and has advantages as well as limitations. In general, the aforementioned approaches do not provide adequate flexibility when compared to the degree of interoperability required, in which any application program can run over any network protocol.

1.2 The MPTN Solution

We present in this paper a general solution to multiprotocol problems. The solution, the Multiprotocol Transport Networking (MPTN) architecture, is scalable: adding new networks and interfaces implies linear growth in implementation effort.

- cost effective: providing protection of the large investment in current networks, and
- flexible: allowing any application to run over any network.

Before the MPTN architecture is described, some terms used in the rest of the paper are defined. A single protocol transport network (SPTN) is a network in which all nodes use the same protocol architecture. If a protocol stack is split at the point where transport function is provided, i.e., the transport layer, the portion above the split can be thought of as a transport user, and the portion below as the transport provider.

As illustrated in Figure 1, the term matching describes a horizontal relationship between peers. To match means to have the same application support and to belong to the same application programming family. For example, two sockets programs or two CPI-C programs match, but a sockets program and an CPI-C program do not. The terms native and nonnative describe a vertical relationship between a user and its corresponding provider. If the transport user and transport provider are from the same protocol architecture, they are native with respect to each other. Otherwise, they are nonnative with respect to each other. A native node is a node with no MPTN function.

The transport-layer protocol boundary (TLPB) is the semantic definition of a generic transport interface, to enable the operation of application programs across nonnative transport providers (e.g., sockets applications over SNA). An end node with the TLPB and supporting MPTN protocols is referred to as an MPTN access node. The term transport network is used to refer to a network running the protocols of a particular architecture up to and including the transport layer. MPTN facilitates interoperability of end nodes by using transport gateways to concatenate different transport networks (e.g., between NetBIOS and SNA transports). An MPTN network is a homogeneous network that consists of a single SPTN or a heterogeneous network that consists of a number of SPTNs interconnected by MPTN transport gateways. In an MPTN network, communicating transport users must always match. Transport providers need not match if one or more MPTN transport gateways (defined later in this section) are available to concatenate SPTNs running different communication protocols.

A principal conceptual component of the MPTN architecture is the TLPB, which provides the generic semantics of different existing transport-layer protocols. Each transport user in an MPTN access node has to be augmented to use TLPB functions (as opposed to its native transport-provider functions) to operate nonnatively. Each trans-
Figure 2. Overview of Multiprotocol Transport Networking.

The transport provider has to be augmented to support the generic semantics of the TLPB. For transport-layer APIs (e.g., sockets and NetBEUI), the transport user is simply the API processing layer. For higher-layer APIs (e.g., CPI-C), the transport layer is the higher layers (above transport) of the native protocol stack. The TLPB removes the dependency of APIs and higher layer protocols on specific transport protocols. An MPTN transport
gateway has transport providers for each SPTN it concatenates. The MPTN transport gateway can communicate with native nodes using native protocols, as well as with MPTN access nodes using MPTN protocols.

Figure 2 provides an overview of the MPTN solution. The figure illustrates how, in an MPTN network, applications originally running on protocol B can now communicate with their partners using transport provider A, as long as the transport users match each other. An application running on a native node of network A needs no change to communicate through an MPTN transport gateway with its partner running nonnatively in an MPTN access node on network C.

**MPTN Access Node:**

Figure 3 shows a high-level picture of an MPTN access node. The problem of translating the transport semantics requested by a transport user into the semantics supported by a nonnative protocol stack can be addressed by modifying each transport user to generate TLPB primitives, and augmenting each transport provider to support these TLPB primitives.

The figure also shows MPTN transport users that request services from the TLBP, which are in turn serviced by MPTN transport providers that provide these services. The Common MPTN functions component (CM) provides services such as connection establishment, datagram routing, general address mapping, and selection of compensations. A protocol compensator (discussed in Section 3) is required for each transport provider. The figure also shows an optional address mapper component, which can communicate with the local address mapping (directory) services component provided by CM, or with a remote general address mapping services component through a transport connection. The TLBP provides a common set of transport services to satisfy the requirements of existing transport users. The discrepancies between the functions offered by the TLBP and the actual services available in the native transport networks is addressed by a universal set of MPTN protocol compensations. The MPTN architecture also provides address mapping functions so that an application can identify itself and its partner(s) using addresses belonging to its native address type, even though the underlying transport provider uses addresses of a different type.

**MPTN Transport Gateway**

MPTN transport gateways build on the TLBP functions of MPTN access nodes to provide connectivity between unlike SPTNs. SPTN connections are terminated at the MPTN transport gateway. The gateway uses normal TLBP functions in order to relay data between related SPTN connections to achieve end-to-end connectivity. In order to accomplish this function, the CM is extended in an MPTN transport gateway as illustrated in Figure 4.

The MPTN transport gateway includes a routing protocol to determine which MPTN transport gateways to use to provide connectivity between a given pair of end systems in different SPTNs, and a relaying function to relay data between those SPTN connections. Similar routing and relaying support is also provided for connectionless traffic.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 summarizes the set of generic transport services that the MPTN architecture supports. Section 3 presents the protocol compensation provided to bridge the discrepancies between the transport services requested by a transport user and those provided by the transport provider. The address mapping mechanism of the MPTN architecture is described in Section 4. Section 5 describes MPTN transport gateways. Finally, concluding remarks are made in Section 6.

### 2. MPTN Transport Services

The set of MPTN transport services, as embodied in the TLBP, contains those services considered to be generally useful and necessary for transport even if not included in all protocols. No one transport protocol supports all of its functions. For example, SNA, NetBIOS, and OSI support a record model for data exchange, while TCP/IP supports a stream model. Both data stream formats are supported by the TLBP. Compensation for missing functions is performed by MPTN protocol compensations. The transport services described in this section fall into two broad classes: connection-oriented and connectionless.

#### 2.1 Connection-Oriented Services

Connection-oriented services are used to establish a logical connection between two partners for the period during which they communicate with each other. Data transfer takes place over a full-duplex connection in a reliable manner. The MPTN architecture takes advantage of all the services provided by the underlying transport provider, such as reliable delivery, and compensates for any mismatches between a particular transport user and transport provider. There are three distinct phases in a connection-oriented data exchange:

- **Connection Establishment**

Some transport users send connection data (e.g., a BIND in SNA) to specify the characteristics of the connection. The partner examines the connection data before accepting or rejecting the connection. Others (e.g., TCP/IP) do not. The TLBP supports connection establishment with or without connection data.
The TLBP allows a transport user to define a *service mode* that should be used for establishing the connection. For example, a user may be looking for a secure, high-bandwidth connection or one that minimizes delays.

- **Data Transfer**

  Some transport users assume data record boundaries are preserved by the underlying transport provider. Others send data as a byte stream with no record boundary delineation. Both data-delivery models are supported by the TLBP. Whereas record boundaries are preserved, the maximum record sizes vary among the various transport providers. The MPTN architecture compensates if a transport user expects a larger maximum than the transport provider supports.

  Some transport users send expedited data. Within the TLBP definition, expedited data has the following characteristics:
  - It will not be delivered later than any normal data sent after it, though it may be delivered ahead of normal data sent before it.
  - It can be distinguished from normal data when it is sent and received.

- **Connection Termination**

  During connection termination, some transport users deliver user termination data, such as the reason for the termination, to the partner. Other transport users do not. Some transport users expect to terminate one direction of the (full-duplex) connection at a time (*simplex* termination), while others expect to terminate both directions of the connection at once (*duplex* termination). For example, TCP/IP shutdown provides simplex termination, while OSI TP4 and NetBIOS support duplex termination only. Similarly, some transport users expect the delivery of all data preceding connection termination (*orderly termination*), while others do not expect this guarantee (*abortive termination*). For example, TCP/IP shutdown provides orderly termination, while OSI transport provides abortive termination. When connections fail, some transport users require immediate notification; others do not. All of these variations are supported by the TLBP.

### 2.2 Connectionless Services

Connectionless service is the mode of data transfer in which different units of data are passed independently through the network. Delivery is provided on a best-effort basis, but undetected packet loss may occur, e.g., if the network becomes congested. Compensation is defined for the case where a transport user sends a larger datagram than the transport provider supports.

Various connectionless modes are supported by TLBP:

- **Unicast Datagrams**, i.e., datagrams delivered to a single partner.
Figure 4. An MPTN Transport Gateway

- Multicast Datagrams, i.e., datagrams delivered to partners that have joined a multicast group. The sender does not know which programs belong to the group and need not be a member of the group itself.

Multicast is a significant service provided on various local-area networks. TLPB support for multicast requires that all members of a multicast be located in the network with the same network identifier (netid) in order to scope the extent of delivery.

- Broadcast Datagrams are treated as a special case of multicast and are therefore limited to a specific netid.

As noted earlier, the transport services supported by the TLPB might not be available in the underlying transport providers and therefore protocol compensation needs to be provided. The following section presents the MPTN protocol compensation solution.

3 Protocol Compensation

Since the TLPB provides semantics useful for any transport user, one standardized compensation technique can be defined for each TLPB feature that a transport provider may not support. Thus, associated with the transport-layer protocol boundary are a small number of compensation techniques. For each transport provider used, the set of compensations needed is identified by the TLPB features it does not support natively. This set constitutes the protocol compensator for that transport provider.

Most protocol compensation is provided by a protocol compensator component that adds special headers to the data stream. The protocol compensator at the receive end recognizes these headers and takes appropriate (compensatory) actions. This section describes the compensation services that could potentially be required and how the compensations are performed. A typical transport provider only needs to implement a subset of these compensation services.

3.1 Compensation Mechanisms

Protocol compensation services are performed cooperatively by the two protocol compensators involved at the sending and receiving ends of the underlying connection of a datagram. When an MPTN connection is being established, the source node will determine if there are any transport service differences between the user and the provider. The required services are exchanged so that an MPTN transport gateway can determine which compensations are needed over a different transport provider in the next SPTN.

Most of the compensation services are performed by adding special headers to the data stream. Exceptions to this are: 1) the compensation performed for sending connection data, which uses a separate flow, 2) the compen-
sation performed for sending expedited data, which adds a header to the data stream and also sends the header and data as a datagram. 3) the compensation performed for connection outage notification, which exchanges special datagrams, and nothing flows on the data stream, and 4) the compensation for performing duplex oversimplex termination, where only state information is required. When a compensation requires special headers, a header is attached to every packet on the data stream even if the data in that packet does not require compensation. This is necessary so that the protocol compensator in the partner node can distinguish headers from data. On record-oriented protocols, the header is one byte; on stream-oriented protocols, the header is five bytes because it includes a length field identifying the location of the next header.

3.2 Universal Set of Compensations

The list below includes the compensation that have been identified for various T1 PB services, and describes how each compensation is to be performed for a transport protocol that does not provide the services.

1. Connection data: Connections between user applications are set up as virtual connections over native connections between the transport providers. Once the native connection is set up, special packets containing the (protocol-specific) names of the applications, the connection characteristics they require, and the connection data and response (if any) are exchanged between the two CMs. Any connection data sent by the application initiating the connection is extracted from the special packet by the CM at the passive end of the connection request, and passed to the transport user to which it was sent. Any reply to the connection data is handled in the same way.

2. Termination data: A special header is inserted by the compensator at the sending end to identify the termination data. The compensator at the receiving end removes the header, extracts the termination data, and passes it up to the application. For abortive termination, the header, and any termination data, is sent as expedited data, which might involve further compensation techniques (see below).

3. Record boundaries: A special header identifies the beginning of the record and its length, enabling it to be reassembled by the receiving compensator even if it has been split by a stream-oriented transport protocol.

4. Expedited data: A special header identifies the expedited data and its length. It is sent in the normal data stream and extracted by the compensator at the other end. The advantage of sending expedited data in the normal data stream is that it can not arrive after the normal data that follows it. The expedited data is also sent in a datagram to ensure delivery to the partner in case of congestion on the connection.

5. Correlation of expedited and normal data: When the transport provider does not support expedited data, positional correlation is automatically provided since expedited data is sent on the normal data stream. When expedited data is supported by the underlying transport protocol, positional correlation can be provided by adding a special header in the normal data stream (as a marker) even though the expedited data itself is sent on a separate stream.

6. Record length difference: Record length differences are handled for normal data by segmentation. Since ordering is guaranteed, only the end of the record needs to be identified in the segment header.

7. Expedited length compensation: If the transport provider supports expedited data, but transport user data length is greater than transport provider data length, the user data will be segmented and a header will be added to each segment. Each of the segments will then be sent as expedited data. If the transport provider does not support expedited data, normal expedited compensation will perform length compensation.

8. Datagram length compensation: Every unicast or multicast datagram exchanged between transport users on nonnative providers already contains headers with additional information about source and target names so that the datagram can be delivered to the correct application. When there is a length difference, the datagram is segmented, an additional header is added to each segment, and the segment is sent out as an individual datagram. Information in the segment header that assures proper reassembly, includes a unique datagram id, a sequence number, and an indicator for the last segment.

9. Orderly termination over abortive termination: With abortive termination, the underlying transport protocol does not make any effort to flush data in transit when it receives a request to terminate a connection. When the transport user requiring orderly termination requests that the connection be terminated, the compensator at its end sends a packet with a special header on the normal data stream. When the compensator at the other end receives this packet, it can be sure that it has received all the normal data.
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The discussion of termination describes compensations when only a single type of termination is used. In many cases, multiple types of termination can be used and compensations become somewhat more complex.
that preceded it. It then sends a special acknowledgment packet back to its partner; the partner can then issue the termination since all normal data has been flushed.

10. Simplex termination over duplex termination: When the first transport user issues a simplex termination, a special packet is sent by the compensator to its partner. The partner notes the receipt of this packet, but does not terminate the connection. When the transport user it is supporting also issues a simplex termination, the compensator issues a (duplex) termination, actually terminating the connection.

11. Duplex termination over simplex termination: In this case, since the two compensators expect their transport users to request duplex termination, this compensation is performed without inserting any additional information in the data stream. When one user issues a duplex termination, the compensator serving the user issues a simplex termination to terminate one end of the transport connection. When the partner compensator is informed about the connection termination, it immediately terminates its end of the connection.

4. MPTN Address Mapping

Each transport provider supports its own addressing scheme to allow users to establish communication with specified partners. For a nonnative transport user, the format of addresses used by the two are different.

MPTN address mapping services allow transport users to identify partners using addresses that are not recognized by the underlying transport provider. These mechanisms include means to

- register a program address so that it is accessible over nonnative transport providers,
- map a destination program address to an address understood by the serving transport provider, and
- convey the program addresses end to end so that the receiving node can route to the proper destination application, and the destination application can properly identify the sender.

In order to allow unambiguous identification of communicating partners, transport addresses must be unique. In SNA, OSI and TCP/IP, transport address uniqueness is controlled by administration, while in NetBIOS, a protocol is used to detect duplicate names. However, since transport addresses are simply bit strings, the same transport address may appear in different protocol address spaces. To avoid ambiguity, MPTN protocols use ordered pairs called MPTN qualified transport addresses: (address type, protocol-specific address). Since both the address type and the specific transport addresses in a protocol address space are unique, the MPTN transport address is also unique.

Addresses are normally structured as (netid.hostid.local-address). In order to support scalability of the architecture, MPTN components take advantages of this structure and use addresses as follows:

1. Routing within MPTN access nodes is based on full addresses to reach specific applications.
2. Nonnative address mapping within an SPTN is based on (netid.hostid) to locate a node in a network.
3. Gateway routing is based on netid to locate a network within an internet.

4.1 Address Mapping Alternatives

Different address pairs and protocols offer a number of potential solutions for address mapping. In order to minimize additional components and take advantage of as much infrastructure as possible, MPTN address mapping offers the following three alternative mechanisms:

1. Address mapper, an MPTN component that dynamically resolves transport user node addresses to transport provider node addresses.

An Address Mapper uses a database which holds the transport user node address to transport provider node address mappings for the MPTN nodes it serves. The address mapper is used in connection establishment as follows:

a. An MPTN access node registers a node-level (transport user, transport provider) mapping so that it is accessible through nonnative transport providers.

b. An MPTN access node queries the address mapper for its partner’s transport provider address. Given a transport user address, an MPTN access node derives the full address of the partner transport provider by concatenating the partner’s node address (returned by the address mapper) to a well-known local address reserved for nonnative communication (e.g., port 397 for the TCP/IP transport provider).

c. The native connection is established through the transport provider using native source and destination addresses.

d. The MPTN connection is established by sending an MPTN connection packet, which contains the nonnative source and destination addresses, on the native connection.

2. Existing protocol-specific directories, possibly with enhancements.

Some protocol-specific directories can be used to handle transport addresses of various formats. With
5 MPTN Transport Gateway

The purpose of an MPTN transport gateway is to provide connectivity between application programs across SPTNs of different types. MPTN transport gateways provide interconnectivity at the transport layer. This implies that the SPTN transport and lower-layer protocols are terminated at the gateway. User data is relayed over transport-layer connections between adjacent gateways, or between gateways and end systems. Thus an end-to-end MPTN connection consists of a series of SPTN connections concatenated by relays in MPTN transport gateways, as depicted in Figure 5. Datagrams are relayed end-to-end in a similar fashion.

The remainder of this section describes the manner in which MPTN transport gateways provide the described connectivity. The way that access is provided between end nodes and gateways is discussed first, and then the protocols required between MPTN transport gateways are discussed.

5.1 Protocols Between End Nodes and MPTN Transport Gateways

An MPTN transport gateway can be accessed by an end system using the native protocols of the network to which both are attached, or using MPTN protocols where required. For example, applications in both native nodes and MPTN access nodes can interoperate with their peers across the MPTN network. Thus an application written to the sockets interface, supported using the MPTN architecture on an SNA network, can interoperate with a peer socket running natively on a TCP/IP network.

Native Access: Native protocols can be used between an end node and an MPTN transport gateway. In this case the MPTN transport gateway must participate in the native routing protocols of the network in order to receive connection requests and datagrams that are to be forwarded through the MPTN network.

For protocols continuously distribute reachability information, the MPTN transport gateway must be able to exchange reachability information with the native protocols. That is, it must be able to advertise within the native protocol reachability to end systems outside of the native domain, and it must be able to learn what systems can be reached in the attached SPTN. With this capability, the native protocol will be able to correctly route connection requests and datagrams destined for nodes outside its SPTN to the gateway, and the MPTN network will be able to route data to the native domain.

For protocols that search for routing information when needed, the MPTN transport gateway must be able to receive all searches on the SPTN it is on and respond when the particular resource can be reached in some other SPTN, through the gateway. It sends a positive reply to the search if it can reach the address; this reply causes subsequent connection requests or datagrams to that address to be routed to the MPTN transport gateway by the native protocols.

The TLPB interface of an MPTN access node is extended in an MPTN transport gateway to allow these native routing functions to occur. This interface does not depend on any particular protocol and thus, the gateway functions above this interface are protocol independent.

Once the native routing protocols have determined that a connection or datagram is to be routed to an MPTN transport gateway, the native protocols are used to establish the connection or forward the datagram. Similarly, native protocols are used in the native access case to forward data from an MPTN transport gateway to a destination end system.
Nonnative Access: When application programs are run nonnatively on an MPTN access node, MPTN address mapping and signaling protocols are used to transfer data between the access node and the transport gateway. In the nonnative case, whenever the MPTN address mapping protocols in an SPTN determine that a particular destination address is not reachable within that network, the address mapper forwards the request to an attached MPTN transport gateway, if one exists. If the MPTN transport gateway can reach the specified address, it sends a positive reply so that the MPTN protocols route the connection or datagram to that transport gateway.

Address mappers directly report nonnative reachability information to local MPTN transport gateways so that connectivity to these nonnative resources is also possible across the MPTN network.

5.2 Protocols Between MPTN Transport Gateways

Since more than one MPTN transport gateway may lie on the path between two communicating end systems, MPTN protocols are required for routing and relaying data between these gateways.

Routing Protocols: Protocols are required between MPTN transport gateways to determine how to route connection requests and datagrams. The information required to make such decisions is provided by the MPTN gateway-to-gateway routing protocol, which is used to distribute reachability information between MPTN transport gateways. As described earlier, in large networks, it is not feasible to distribute reachability information for each individual address, so only information about netids is distributed between gateways.

The MPTN gateway-to-gateway protocols are built on the OSI Inter-Domain Routing Protocol (IDRP) [32]. IDRP is designed to handle the interconnection of potentially large numbers of heterogeneous networks with different address formats and local routing protocols and provides built-in mechanisms for quality-of-service-based routing. An MPTN transport gateway uses IDRP to advertise to all adjacent gateways reachability information learned from local SPTNs and adjacent MPTN transport gateways. These IDRP messages always contain path information about the SPTNs to be traversed in order to detect potential routing loops.

Connection Management Protocols: As shown in Figure 5, connections between end users attached to different SPTNs consist of a series of concatenated SPTN transport connections, or connection segments, from the source to the first transport gateway, between the adjacent pairs of intermediate transport gateways, and from the final transport gateway to the destination end system. For reasons of protocol simplicity, improved performance, and fairness between different MPTN connections, connection segments are dedicated to a single end-to-end connection. Such MPTN connections are established when an MPTN transport gateway receives a connection request from a local SPTN. The transport gateway first checks the reachability of the destination address as described above. The MPTN transport gateway selects the correct next hop from the routing tables based on the netid part of the destination address, and the required service mode. A new local transport connection is then established to the selected adjacent transport gateway with suitable service characteristics, a data relay instance is created to join the two local segments of the new connection, and an MPTN connection request message is

---

6 This procedure becomes somewhat more complex when multiple disconnected SPTNs attached by MPTN gateways have the same netid. While this is a very significant aspect of the MPTN architecture, its description is beyond the scope of this paper.
forwarded including the destination address. This procedure is repeated hop-by-hop until the destination MPTN transport gateway is reached, where a connection is established to the destination end system. A positive reply from the destination is sent back through all intermediate transport gateways to the connection source, thus completing the end-to-end connection establishment and enabling data transmission. Delaying data flow until the completion of this end-to-end handshake prevents data packets queuing in a transport gateway and eliminates many potential performance and congestion problems.

Once an MPTN connection has been established, the main transport gateway function is to perform the relaying of data packets between the corresponding pair of connection segments. Although conceptually simple, this function faces the possible hazard of internal buffer depletion due to differences in throughput between the joined segments. The MPTN architecture solves this problem by providing buffer usage limits for each connection. If data cannot be sent on the outgoing connection, no buffers are freed and the relay stops receiving data, thereby applying back pressure to the incoming connection. Once the back pressure is applied, the native protocol will exercise its flow-control procedures on the connection segment, and hence the back pressure propagates hop-by-hop back to the source end system, which reduces its input to a sustainable rate.

When data packets have to be segmented, lessons learned from other designs [31] have led to placing the reassembly function in access nodes, or destination transport gateways for native access, so that repetitive reassembly is avoided. Connection termination follows a procedure similar to that for connection establishment, with the connection being terminated hop-by-hop until it is closed end-to-end.

**Datagram Protocols:** Datagrams are forwarded on a hop-by-hop basis from the source, across MPTN transport gateways, and finally to the destination. The procedure for forwarding datagrams parallels that of connection establishment in that the destination is first located, and then the IDRP routing tables are used to determine the next hop for the datagram to which it is forwarded.

**6 Conclusion**

In this paper, we have presented a general solution for providing connectivity/communications services to applications independent of the communication protocols being used at the transport layer and below. The proposed Multiprotocol Transport Networking (MPTN) solution provides a scalable, cost-effective, and flexible means to achieve this. With MPTN,

- Network users can add a new application program based solely on how well it meets their business needs without requiring their network administrator to install a specific transport network.
- Network providers can choose the transport network best suited to their business needs without constraining their users' choice of applications programs.
- Application designers can develop new application programs that can run on many network types without complex communication logic.

Four major aspects of the MPTN solutions have been discussed: a transport-layer protocol boundary, protocol compensation, address mapping, and general transport-layer gateways.

AnyNet products, which implement the MPTN architecture, are currently available on both OS/2 and MVS platforms to enable SNA applications to run over TCP/IP transport (including gateway function), and TCP/IP sockets applications to run over SNA [33, 34, 35]. This architecture is currently being considered as a basis for an X/Open specification, and besides IBM, companies such as ki Research and Proginet have indicated their intention to build products conform to the MPTN architecture. For further information, please refer to [36]
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